
 

Starheart presents Slip Black by Doosung Hwang

From now on, the gravity is yours!

Introducing practical tools to use psychokinesis anytime, anywhere!

The SLiP is a small but very powerful and practical gimmick that can show
psychokinesis to audiences anytime, anywhere. You can drop the audience's
objects whenever you want without using wind, magnets, or threads.

Also, it is very portable, and you can use it with various items around you, such
as cards, cigarettes, and beverage bottles.

In addition, thanks to the design of the slip, the audience's objects can be
changed into SLiP gimmicks in an instant. (For a casual performance, it is
designed to fit the beverage bottle, which may vary by country and type of
beverage, so you need to check the brand you use in advance.) Of course, you
can apply the SLiP gimmick to a variety of items other than beverage bottles
easily.

SLiP is a powerful tool that you want to carry around every day because it is
easy and casual to use. The audience checks everything, and all are borrowed
items, but if you want, you can drop the items any time that the audience just
placed using your psychokinesis energy.

One of the most powerful features of SLiP is that it can be customized. Each has
five levels of strength and time length, which can be set according to various
performance environments and situations. It also has a hands-off function for
more free handling.

It can be used in a variety of performance styles, such as directing as if it has
incredible power, showing mysterious phenomena, or using psychokinesis to
show magic! SLiP is a very small, simple, portable, easy-to-use yet powerful
gimmick.

Color options:
You can choose between Orange and Black. You can use it more naturally if it is
the same color as the lid of the beverage bottle you want to perform.
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